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RwandaBike thieves thrive on the popularity of bike
rental companies. It’s not just Zagster (a company
that rents out bikes from various different suppliers)
with a large network of places to rent bikes, but also
existing companies like LimeBike. But LimeBike’s
15 to 20 mile range may make it easier to create DIY
one-way bike lane networks, because the Zagster
fleet is more likely to be larger and dispersed. In
2015, over 100,000 people in Austin bike to work
(7.5% of Austin workers do not use a car to get to
work) and others go for weekend rides with friends
or family. This is a key demographic that LimeBike
is targeting and it makes sense for them to be
involved in the bike sharing/rental business. Across
the US, the highest rates of cycling are in the largest
cities. Even in the long-touted golden city of Austin,
people rarely cycle in the city proper (only 50,000
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people cycle to work daily in the city and across the
county the numbers are much lower). Austinites can
travel to and from the city without using a car, but
when they are there they may not be wanting to ride a
bike to their meeting, or being able to ride a bike. I
don’t want to get into the complex economics of the
bicycle sharing business, but there’s a business model
that is very good for city centers and maybe not so
great outside of cities. LimeBike, like Zagster, may
be targeting people who live outside of city centers
and may be interested in less-traveled, one-way
routes to their home or to work. This is why it may
be more difficult for a traditional bike rental
company to set up short-range, one-way bike
networks as Zagster appears to be, but this is what
bike sharing is about. LimeBike plans to launch a one-
way rental network in Austin by the end of the year.
“If we start investing in Austin, we have a lot of
advantages. We’re a local company and we’re a first
mover. Our user base is super engaged and there’s a
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huge appetite. So we plan to
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